Once our natural areas are gone, they’re gone for good.

Protecting and conserving natural resources and open space, including our unique redwood forests and coastal lands, is important now and for future generations.

Measure AA opens new places to walk, hike, and enjoy wildlife and nature.

Measure AA protects forests of old trees, incredible coastal views, local creeks and streams, and other natural areas.

Measure AA expands public access and usability into more of our protected areas, while carefully managing to conserve and sustain them for generations to enjoy.

Measure AA protects our redwood forests: the original “giants” of our area.

Measure AA protects local creeks and streams, a vital part of local water resources.

Measure AA preserves open views and coastal lands, which are critical anchors of our high quality of life.

Measure AA preserves local farms and ranches that sustain our agricultural heritage.

Measure AA adds more trails, and helps connect existing networks, like the Bay Trail.

There’s broad support for Measure AA.

Business and technology leaders recognize that our area’s natural character makes it a great place to live and work. Teachers know it’s critical to protect our environment for future generations. Advocates for working families and housing appreciate that Measure AA enhances our natural areas and improves open space access and trails for all, including the disabled.

Measure AA endorsements, as well as the complete Measure AA project list, can be found by visiting yesforopenspace.org.

Independent citizen oversight and annual audits will ensure that the funds are used as promised.

It’s a rare opportunity when a small investment can make such a big difference. We must pass Measure AA now to help save natural areas that cannot be replaced.

Please join Peninsula Open Space Trust, community members and local leaders: vote yes on AA.
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